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Subject: Re: Re[2]: Address

Body:

The CD-ROM will be sent overnite on Monday,  I had to wait until this evening to pull it out.Have fun.  I think it 

has the standard cd-rom setup.exe program that you run from windows to get it going.To:	Chet_Rhodes @ jfk-

arrb.gov (Chet Rhodes) @ internetcc:	 (bcc: Chet Rhodes/ARRB)From:	Judge_John_Tunheim_at_~8DC-MN-

Minneapolis @ smtpgwy.ared.uscourts.gov @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM   Date:	02/28/97 11:23:35 AM 

CSTSubject:	Re[2]: Address     Chet:Is the CR-Rom on the Assassination something that I could use for a week 

for a presentation or is that a problem?  I do not want to keep it or load it, but it would be helpful for a 

presentation that I am making.  If it is too much to accomplish, that is okay too.  Please 

advise.JRT______________________________ Reply Separator 

_________________________________Subject: Re: AddressAuthor:  Chet Rhodes <Chet_Rhodes@jfk-

arrb.gov> at ~8DC-ARE-SMTPDate:    2/28/97 10:13 AMIts a CD-ROM from Medio MultiMedia     Title:   J.F.K 

Assassination, A Visual Investigation     The CD-ROM is not working at the moment on our server but when I 

get it up and running again I will get the phone number of the company for you.     It might also be avail. thru 

egghead software by special order.     Chet                    To: Jack Internet, Chet_Rhodes @ jfk-arrb.gov (Chet 

Rhodes) @ internet cc:  (bcc: Chet Rhodes/ARRB)From: Judge_John_Tunheim_at_~8DC-MN-Minneapolis @ 

smtpgwy.ared.uscourts.gov @ INTERNET @ WORLDCOM   Date: 02/28/97 07:46:49 AM CSTSubject: Re: 

Address          Thanks, Chet.  Hopefully, we will have a shorter address soon.  One      question -- the JFK 

Assassination software that is on the ARRB system      - the one that has the pictures, films etc. -- is that a basic 

CD Rom      or disk package that you have loaded onto the system, or what?          Please advise.  Thanks.          

JRT          ______________________________ Reply Separator 

_________________________________Subject: AddressAuthor:  Chet Rhodes <Chet_Rhodes@jfk-arrb.gov> 

at ~8DC-ARE-SMTP Date:    2/27/97 4:46 PM          Here is your address that comes back in the reply field:     

Judge_John_Tunheim_at_~8DC-MN-Minneapolis @ smtpgwy.ared.uscourts.gov          Here is the address I 

sent the first message to:     Judge_John_Tunheim_at_~8CA-STLOUIS@ smtpgwy.ared.uscourts.gov     But they 

both seem to work so I guess thats ok.     Thanks for your help                
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